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Release Notes
Issue #

Category

Found In
Release

219717

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

221469

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

219700

Product Bug

6.5

219701

Product Bug

6.5

219748

Product Bug

6.4.1.3

219711

Product Bug

6.5

217020

Product Bug

6.4.1.2

219658

Product Bug

6.5

221522

Product Bug

6.3.1.2

Module
API & CLI

Title

Release Note

Extended the api get_attachment and the corresponding
evdownload CLI command to retrieve attachments stored
on the file system
Extended evdownload command to allow downloading of
all attachments for an issue or set of issues

This enhancement allows the retrieval of attachments
stored on the file system, as opposed to those stored in
the database, via the API and CLI.
API & CLI
New options have been added to the CLI evdownload
command to allow all attachments to a single or multiple
issues to be downloaded at one time.
Add & Edit
Edit screen shifted and rendered to the right when Status This was an obscure rendering issue that occured on an
is changed
Ajax refresh. This was only a cosmetic issue and has
been resolved.
Attachments
Attachment drag-and-drop applet caused JavaScript error This only occured when the attachment description was
not required and not supplied by the user. Very few
customers used this combination, but the problem has
been fixed.
Layout Rendering Tab order sequence did not work correctly on all
Within repeating row layouts that had empty cells with no
repeating row layouts
field, the tab order sequence did not work correctly. This
was fixed.
Relationships
Some related issue displays appeared blank in IE7 and
This only happened on some related issue displays. The
IE6 browsers
problem was related to a browser bug. This has been
fixed by working around the browser problem.
Rules Engine
Refresh rules cleared other values when setting a user
This was a rendering problem that was fixed.
field
Search / Report Reports output through the Report Scheduler ignored
This was a bug that was fixed
alt_titles at the child level of hierarchical reports
Web Services Web service calls required the user ID and password in
This restriction has been removed.
the properties file to work correctly
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